Inorganic Self-Assembled Bioactive Artificial Proto-Osteocells Inducing Bone Regeneration.
Since the discovery of osteoinduction in the early 20th century, innovative biomaterials with osteoinductive potential have emerged as candidates for bone repair. Recently, artificial protocell models have demonstrated great potential for tissue regeneration. Herein, we developed artificial bioactive proto-osteocells by self-assembly of biodegradable biphasic-phosphate particles in the form of aqueous bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP2)-containing Pickering emulsions in corn oil to fulfill the release of BMP2 with controlled and local efficacy. These artificial proto-osteocells have the advantage of (1) being directly injected into the target location to avert reported side effects of BMP2, minimizing surgical complications, (2) exhibiting the capability of osteoinduction as shown in both in vitro and in vivo models, and (3) demonstrating calcific deposition locally by utilizing the biodegradable calcium phosphate shell. The efficiency of BMP2 within the artificial proto-osteocells showed 25 times greater bone-inducing potential when compared to the control. This study demonstrates for the first time a new strategy toward utilizing material-based artificial proto-osteocells to tackle medical issues in bone tissue repair and regeneration.